Four boron-carrying molecules were synthesized and purified. These were found to be (a) relatively neutral with respect to the parent BF derivative and (b) functionalized by donor-acceptor groups resulting in a charge transfer within the molecule. The study discusses the steric effect and the influence of the substitution of the side rings on the surroundings of the boron atom. Electronic structures were characterized by real-space bonding indicators. Hirshfeld surface and energy frameworks tools were applied to examine the crystal packing features.
Introduction
The rigid, organic compounds carrying the BF 2 group are often fluorophores characterized by bright fluorescence and excellent photostability [1, 2] ; however, their most representative examples are BODIPY dyes, which are characterized by small Stokes shift values. Their most characteristic structural feature is the substitution of the acidic proton present in their precursors by a BF 2 group, thanks to which a boron moiety can be easily inserted, and the compounds are highly fluorescent. However, such acidic proton is not only present in NH-carrying compounds but also in CH acids [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] and OH-carrying molecules [10] [11] [12] [13] , resulting in the formation of, for example, an NBF 2 O pattern instead of NBF 2 N one, as in BODIPYs. The spectral features of difluoroborates may be tuned by a variety of methods, such as the substituent effect [8, 14] , benzannulation [7] , or elongation of the conjugation path [15] . Another is the modification of the boron Lewis acidity center; however, the BF 2 group is generally less reactive than, for example, BCl 2 [16, 17] . Still, it is possible to exchange fluorine by a methyl group in BODIPYs, but the reactivity of the boron atom should be enhanced by the presence of the electronegative groups in the BODIPY core [18] . It is important to stress that BODIPY dyes, although very useful and with tunable properties, are not the only ones that contain a BF 2 group: a review of non-BODIPY dyes by Ziessel et al. [13] presents and discusses various other dyes with NBF 2 N, NBF 2 O, and OBF 2 O patterns. However, at that time, there was a limited number of publications related to amide-based boron-carrying molecules compared to those where the substrate was phenol or amine.
There is a constant need to develop new materials by the functionalization of known compounds. In general, the boron atom [17, 19] may be functionalized by reacting the BF 2 group with, for example,
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Synthesis
The general procedure for synthesis was as follows: (a) synthesis of the 2,6-bis(benzoylamino)pyr idine (1) derivative or (b) 2-N-(pentafluorobezoylaminno)-6-N-(4-dimethylaminobenzoyl)-pyridine (2) . Compound 2 has been obtained in a two-step reaction: a reaction of 2,6-diaminopyridine with 4-(dimethylamino)benzoyl chloride yielding 2-(4-dimethylaminobenzoyl)-6-amino-pyridine, which was then transformed into 2 by reaction with pentafluorobenzoyl chloride. Both 1 and 2 were treated with BF 3 etherate in boiling toluene (24 h at boiling point) as before [15, 43] . Compounds 3 and 4 were obtained by a one-pot, two-step reaction of 2,6-bis(benzoylamino)pyridine with BCl 3 (solution in DCM) in dry THF and two equivalents of DIEA. The reaction mixture was stirred at 50 • C for 5 h. Then, phenyl magnesium bromide or 4-(N,N-dimethyl)aniline magnesium bromide solution was added (two molar excess) during one hour at room temperature and the mixtures was stirred overnight; water (1-2 mL) was added, and the THF evaporated. The residues were treated with water (20-30 mL) and extracted with chloroform. All compounds were purified by flash chromatography (SiO 2 ) with the use of DCM (1, 3) , ethyl acetate (4), and acetonitrile (2) as eluent.
X-ray Single-Crystal Diffraction
The single-crystal X-ray diffraction experiments were performed at 100.0(1) K on an Xcalibur diffractometer (Rigaku Oxford Diffraction, Sevenoaks, Kent, UK), equipped with a CCD detector and a graphite monochromator (Rigaku Oxford Diffraction) with MoKα radiation and furnished with an Oxford Cryosystem N 2 gas stream device. The reciprocal space was explored by ω scans. The reflections were measured with a radiation exposure time from 4 to 25 s, according to diffraction intensities. The detector was positioned at a 60-mm distance from the crystal. Procession of the diffraction data was performed using the CrysAlis CCD [56] . The structures were solved and refined by a full-matrix least-squares method using the SHELXL14 program [57] . Lorentz and polarization corrections were applied. Non-hydrogen atoms were refined anisotropically. In structures, H atoms were refined using a riding model. The structure drawings were prepared using the SHELXTL [58] .
Crystal data for 1 (M = 345.13 g/mol): monoclinic, space group P2 1 /n (no. 14), a = 11.4202(7) Å, b = 11.1659(6) Å, c = 12.5775(7) Å, β = 101.550(5) • , V = 1571.37(16) Å 3 , Z = 4, T = 100.0(1) K, µ(MoKα) = 0.10 mm −1 , D calc = 1.459 g/cm 3 
Theoretical Calculations
DFT (Density Functional Theory) gas-phase geometry optimizations of 1-4 at the B3LYP/6-311+G(2d,2p) level of theory were carried out using Gaussian09 [59] at the starting from the atomic coordinates of the X-ray single-crystal structures. The wavefunctions files were used for a topological analysis of the electron density with AIMAll [60] , whereas ELI-D descriptors were derived and analyzed with DGRID-4.6 [61] .
Hishfeld Surface Analysis; Pairwise Energies and their Energy Frameworks
Hishfeld surface analysis, a calculation of pairwise model energies, and a visualization of their energy frameworks, were performed using CrystalExplorer17 [62, 63] software. Pairwise model energies were estimated between molecules within a standard cluster of a radius of 3.8Å at the B3LYP/6-31G(d,p) level of theory (CE-B3LYP model). In this model, the total interaction energy between any nearest-neighbor molecular pairs is given in terms of four components: electrostatic, polarization, dispersion, and exchange-repulsion, with scale factors of 1.057, 0.740, 0.871, and 0.618, respectively.
Results and Discussions
The compounds synthesized in this work were chosen for the reasons given in the Introduction. The symmetric fluoroborate of 1 is regarded as a reference compound. In compound 2, the polar center of the molecule, acting as an electron acceptor, is supported by the electronegative C 6 F 5 moiety, which is a group that has previously been used in a series of two-photon absorbing compounds [64] . In addition, the phenyl substituent on the opposite side is functionalized by an -NMe 2 group, which is also often used in the modification of BODIPYs [65] . To identify such donor-acceptor changes, the present study examines both the electronic structure of the single molecules and the packing features of the crystal structures. It also examines the effects of modifying the boron center by the replacement of the F→phenyl group in 3 and its donor functionalization by 4-NMe 2 in 4. 
X-ray Single-Crystal Analysis
The molecular structures of boron compounds 1-4 are presented in Figure 1 with the atomnumbering scheme. Selected geometric parameters are collected in Table S1 (Supplementary Material). Although the crystal structure of compound 1 has been reported earlier at 223 K [43] , we decided to use our data, measured at 100 K, for more consistent comparison between all four investigated structures. 
The molecular structures of boron compounds 1-4 are presented in Figure 1 with the atomnumbering scheme. Selected geometric parameters are collected in Table S1 (Supplementary Material). Although the crystal structure of compound 1 has been reported earlier at 223 K [43] , we decided to use our data, measured at 100 K, for more consistent comparison between all four investigated structures. In all studied compounds, the central boron atom has a tetrahedral geometry, irrespective of substituents: fluorine atom, phenyl group, and the 4-(dimethylamino)phenyl group. The respective sums of the two N−B−O angles and the O−B−O angle for compounds 1-4 are 326.5(1)°, 326.9(2)°, 320.0(2)°, and 319.4(1)°, which are comparable with similar structures given by Glotzbach [43] . Compounds 3 and 4 are characterized by more pronounced distortion of the tetrahedron, with the valence angles varying from 105° (O1−B1−N2) to 112° (C1−B1−N2).
The boron atom belongs to two six-membered heterocyclic rings (A and B symbols), which are both condensed with a benzene ring to form a tricyclic core skeleton. Based on the puckering [66] and asymmetry [67] parameters, the conformation of the heterocyclic rings can be described as generally intermediate between an envelope (E) and a screw boat (S), for which the (pseudo)mirror plane passing through the B1 atom and (pseudo)twofold axis passing through the B1−O1/B1−O1A bond are characteristic symmetry elements (Table S2 in Supplementary Material). The nitrogen atom (N2), in the middle of the tricyclic core skeleton, deviates by 0.150(2) Å to 0.192(2) Å from the best plane formed by the 12 surrounding atoms toward the most protruding B atom, being 0.442(3) to 0.487(3) Å away from the best plane. The deviations demonstrated by the nitrogen and boron atoms correspond well with those found for their corresponding atoms in the structure of 1,6-bis(2-hydroxyphenyl)pyridine boron bis(4-N-butyl-phenyl)phenyleneamine [47] .
The heterocyclic rings are substituted by phenyl groups at the C1 and C1A atoms. The molecular conformation can be described by the mutual arrangement of planar fragments. The dihedral angle between the best least-squares planes of central benzene (N2/C2/C3/C3A/C2A, C-symbol) and phenyl (C5-C10 and C5A-C10A, D and E symbols) groups are 7.3(1)° and 20.7(1)° for compound 1, 33.0(1)°, 3.6(1)° for 2, 13.9(1)° for 3, and 2.3(1)° and 21.2(1)° for 4. Compounds 3 and 4 display another phenyl group (F symbol) substituted to the boron atom, which forms an angle of 73.4(1)° and 75.8(1)°, respectively, with the central benzene ring.
Theoretical Electron-Density Analysis
The electronic structures of the studied compounds (1-4) were studied using so-called real-space bonding indicators (RSBIs). These are various topological and integrated descriptors derived based on the Quantum Theory of Atoms in Molecules (QTAIM) [50] and the Electron Localizability Indicator (ELI-D) [51, 52] space-partitioning schemes based on electron and pair densities, respectively. These concepts yield reliable atomic and bonding properties that complement each other. Interestingly, by using a combination of the two approaches, it is possible to determine the polarity of any bond. The Raub-Jansen index (RJI) [68, 69] is calculated by overlapping ELI-D bonding basins with AIM atomic basins, and then integrating the electron populations: RJI In all studied compounds, the central boron atom has a tetrahedral geometry, irrespective of substituents: fluorine atom, phenyl group, and the 4-(dimethylamino)phenyl group. The respective sums of the two N−B−O angles and the O−B−O angle for compounds 1-4 are 326.5(1) • , 326.9(2) • , 320.0(2) • , and 319.4(1) • , which are comparable with similar structures given by Glotzbach [43] . Compounds 3 and 4 are characterized by more pronounced distortion of the tetrahedron, with the valence angles varying from 105
The heterocyclic rings are substituted by phenyl groups at the C1 and C1A atoms. The molecular conformation can be described by the mutual arrangement of planar fragments. The dihedral angle between the best least-squares planes of central benzene (N2/C2/C3/C3A/C2A, C-symbol) and phenyl (C5-C10 and C5A-C10A, D and E symbols) groups are 7.3(1) • and 20.7(1) • for compound 1, 33.0(1) • , 3.6(1) • for 2, 13.9(1) • for 3, and 2.3(1) • and 21.2(1) • for 4. Compounds 3 and 4 display another phenyl group (F symbol) substituted to the boron atom, which forms an angle of 73.4(1) • and 75.8(1) • , respectively, with the central benzene ring.
The electronic structures of the studied compounds (1-4) were studied using so-called real-space bonding indicators (RSBIs). These are various topological and integrated descriptors derived based on the Quantum Theory of Atoms in Molecules (QTAIM) [50] and the Electron Localizability Indicator (ELI-D) [51, 52] space-partitioning schemes based on electron and pair densities, respectively. These concepts yield reliable atomic and bonding properties that complement each other. Interestingly, by using a combination of the two approaches, it is possible to determine the polarity of any bond. The Raub-Jansen index (RJI) [68, 69] is calculated by overlapping ELI-D bonding basins with AIM atomic basins, and then integrating the electron populations: RJI equals 50% for homopolar bonds, and this value increases with increasing bond polarity. A set of real-space bonding indicators is collected for compounds 1-4 in Table 1 . Isosurface representations of the ELI-D of 2 and 3 are displayed in Figure 3a ,b. Since the optimized gas-phase structure geometries correspond quite well with those obtained by X-ray single-crystal diffraction studies (Table S1 in Supplementary Material), the RSBI analysis reflects the experimentally determined trends.
All of the analyzed structures (1-4) contain two fused boron-containing rings differentiated by two types of structural modification: the first at the boron atom (F versus C) and the second related to charge transfer properties (introduction of donor and acceptor groups). Finally, while three molecular structures-1, 3 and 4-are nearly symmetrical, structure 2 exhibits asymmetry due to structural modifications. The N-B bonds show very similar behavior in all studied structures. The topological parameters, such as the electron density and its Laplacian at the bond critical point (bcp), appear to be dependent on bond length, as expected. Their polarity (RJI) is the highest observed for the analyzed structures (94%), suggesting that the N-B interactions have a polar-dative character [70] . The bond ellipticity [71] and the delocalization index [72, 73] are slightly higher in 3-4 than 1-2. Similar trends were found for the model structures due to the stepwise substitution of the fluorine atoms by hydrogen atoms at the boron center [70] . Herein, it applies to the fluorine atom versus carbon atom.
As has been noted previously, the O-B bond in the N-B-O moiety is more sensitive to changes in the substitution pattern of the boron atom [70] . Accordingly, some differences can be seen between the topological and integrated properties of the O-B bond, especially for structure 2 ( Table 1 ). We would like to stress that the differentiation of the O-B bonds in 2 is accompanied by changes in the O-C and N-C interactions; however, the N2-C bonds remain equal to each other. Accordingly, the distances of O1A-B and N1A-C2A are shortened following the introduction of the N,N-dimethylamine group, while O1A-C1A and N1A-C1A are lengthened. The electronegative group (-C 6 F 5 ) has the opposite influence on the corresponding boron ring on the other side of the molecule. It is worth mentioning that while N1-C1 is the shortest observed bond, N1-C2 is the longest. Regarding the geometrical aspects of the considered N-C bonds, the ELI-D basin of the shortest N1-C1 bond has the greatest volume (6 Å 3 ) and population (2.81 e), while that of the longest N1-C2 bond is characterized by the smallest ELI-D volume (2.63 Å 3 ) and population (2.09 e). This is the first example of the characterization of the C-B bond in borates by RSBIs using analogs of BODIPYs. In both analyzed structures with the C-B interaction (3) (4) , the carbon atom belongs to the phenyl group. The optimized bond lengths are ca. 1.6 Å. The C-B bond is characterized by the highest electron density at bcp. In addition, its Laplacian value is negative, indicating covalent interaction. Its covalent and ionic contributions are also described by the highest H/ρ bcp value and the smallest G/ρ bcp value [74] , respectively, compared to the other studied B-X (X = N,O,F) interactions. In addition, the rather high Raub-Jansen index (82.9%) and the delocalization index (0.46) highlight the polar character. Since the bond descriptors are very similar for 3 and 4, it seems that the donor-functionalized phenyl group attached to the boron B1 atom has a negligible impact on the characteristics of the C-B bond.
Structure 2 displays more effective charge transfer than 4, which is attributed to the presence of the N,N-dimethylamine group, despite the different relative distance between the NMe 2 donor and the boron atom. To separate the effects of the donor and acceptor groups on the electronic structure of 2, their electron-withdrawing fluorine atoms were removed, thus creating structure 5 (Figure 2) ; this model structure closely resembles compounds 1 and 2. Following the introduction of the donor -NMe 2 group in 5, the bonds constituting the boron ring (B) in compounds 2 and 5 demonstrated similar properties; however, compounds 1 and 5 displayed similar properties with regard to the bonds of the second boron ring (A), i.e., with the non-functionalized phenyl group attached at the C1 atom. Furthermore, the p-chinoid structure of the 4-(dimethylamino)phenyl group [75] is more pronounced in 2 and 5 than in 4, which further supports the transfer of electrons within the molecule. 
Intemolecular Interactions and Crystal Packing Analysis
The crystal packing of molecular crystals is often examined by the distance and directionality of hydrogen bonding. Since there is no favorable intermolecular H-bonding interaction in our crystals, it was decided to look at the packing forces more generally, and a combined approach was used that examined the close contacts to the Hirshfeld surface and the energy framework.
Hirshfeld surface fingerprint plots [77] for 1-4 are depicted in Figure 4 . At first glance, the plots differ. A fingerprint plot for structure 2 demonstrates characteristic sharp spikes derived from C-H···F (the longest spikes) and C-H···O (the shorter spikes) hydrogen bonds (Table S3 in Supplementary Material). Since no suitable acceptor and donor atoms (apart of C atoms) exist in the crystal structures of 1 and 3-4, typical hydrogen bonds are not formed; however, the presence of aromatic rings facilitates the occurrence of interactions involving π electrons. The geometric parameters of the aromatic π···π and C-H···π interactions are summarized in Tables S4 and S5 in the Supplementary Material. Figure 5 presents the Hirshfeld fingerprint breakdown for compounds 1-4, with only the most common contacts highlighted. It can be seen that H···H close contacts dominate the Hirshfeld surface for all considered compounds apart from 2, with a percentage contribution higher than 40%. It is worth noting that the shortest H···H distance is 2.21 Å between H13 and H3A( 1 2 +x, 1 2 −y, 1 2 +z), which is depicted as a central spike in the fingerprint plot of 4. The next most dominant contact type is C···H, with a percentage contribution of 15% for 1 and close to 30% for 3-4: the chicken-wing-like features that are present in the fingerprint plot of 3 and 4 are characteristic for H···C(π) contacts. As an exception, in structure 2, the H···H and C···H contacts are partially replaced by F···H according to the substitution. The distances from a surface point to the nearest interior/exterior atoms (di, de) are given in Å. Figure 5 presents the Hirshfeld fingerprint breakdown for compounds 1-4, with only the most common contacts highlighted. It can be seen that H···H close contacts dominate the Hirshfeld surface for all considered compounds apart from 2, with a percentage contribution higher than 40%. It is worth noting that the shortest H···H distance is 2.21 Å between H13 and H3A(½+x,½−y, ½+z), which is depicted as a central spike in the fingerprint plot of 4. The next most dominant contact type is C···H, with a percentage contribution of 15% for 1 and close to 30% for 3-4: the chicken-wing-like features that are present in the fingerprint plot of 3 and 4 are characteristic for H···C(π) contacts. As an exception, in structure 2, the H···H and C···H contacts are partially replaced by F···H according to the substitution. Moreover, 3%-11% of the surface area of 1-4 is covered by C(π)···C(π) contacts. The contributions of the remaining contact types (for example C···N, C···O, O···H, etc.), specified as others, constitute nearly 30% for 2 and up to 20% for 1, 3-4; however, the share of each individual type does not exceed 5%.
In order to visualize the topology of intermolecular interactions, which are expected to be mostly non-directional in the examined crystal structures, the pairwise model energies between molecules within a representative cluster from the crystal lattice were calculated and energy frameworks were applied to them.
The representative diagram of energy frameworks for 1-4 is shown in Figure 6 . Pairwise interaction energies are visualized as cylinders between molecular centroids. The thickness of each cylinder is proportional to the relative strength of interaction energies. Tables S7-S10 in the Supplementary Material list the interaction energy values according to their electrostatic, repulsion, dispersion and polarization components. It is notable that all of the analyzed structures are The distances from a surface point to the nearest interior/exterior atoms (di, de) are given in Å. Figure 5 presents the Hirshfeld fingerprint breakdown for compounds 1-4, with only the most common contacts highlighted. It can be seen that H···H close contacts dominate the Hirshfeld surface for all considered compounds apart from 2, with a percentage contribution higher than 40%. It is worth noting that the shortest H···H distance is 2.21 Å between H13 and H3A(½+x,½−y, ½+z), which is depicted as a central spike in the fingerprint plot of 4. The next most dominant contact type is C···H, with a percentage contribution of 15% for 1 and close to 30% for 3-4: the chicken-wing-like features that are present in the fingerprint plot of 3 and 4 are characteristic for H···C(π) contacts. As an exception, in structure 2, the H···H and C···H contacts are partially replaced by F···H according to the substitution. Moreover, 3%-11% of the surface area of 1-4 is covered by C(π)···C(π) contacts. The contributions of the remaining contact types (for example C···N, C···O, O···H, etc.), specified as others, constitute nearly 30% for 2 and up to 20% for 1, 3-4; however, the share of each individual type does not exceed 5%.
The representative diagram of energy frameworks for 1-4 is shown in Figure 6 . Pairwise interaction energies are visualized as cylinders between molecular centroids. The thickness of each cylinder is proportional to the relative strength of interaction energies. Tables S7-S10 in the Supplementary Material list the interaction energy values according to their electrostatic, repulsion, dispersion and polarization components. It is notable that all of the analyzed structures are Moreover, 3%-11% of the surface area of 1-4 is covered by C(π)···C(π) contacts. The contributions of the remaining contact types (for example C···N, C···O, O···H, etc.), specified as others, constitute nearly 30% for 2 and up to 20% for 1, 3-4; however, the share of each individual type does not exceed 5%.
The representative diagram of energy frameworks for 1-4 is shown in Figure 6 . Pairwise interaction energies are visualized as cylinders between molecular centroids. The thickness of each cylinder is proportional to the relative strength of interaction energies. Tables S7-S10 in the Supplementary Material list the interaction energy values according to their electrostatic, repulsion, dispersion and polarization components. It is notable that all of the analyzed structures are predominantly stabilized by attractive dispersion forces. Considering all the pairwise interactions, it can be seen that the ratio of electrostatic to dispersion energy is 1:4. For a comparison from the literature, the corresponding ratio for isoindole derivatives is 2:3 [78]. Indeed, for 1-4, numerous non-directional interactions between molecules resulting from the crystal packing, assisted by interactions involving π-electrons, were observed. As the electrostatic component was negligible, only the significant dispersion component is shown in Figure 6 .
predominantly stabilized by attractive dispersion forces. Considering all the pairwise interactions, it can be seen that the ratio of electrostatic to dispersion energy is 1:4. For a comparison from the literature, the corresponding ratio for isoindole derivatives is 2:3 [78]. Indeed, for 1-4, numerous non-directional interactions between molecules resulting from the crystal packing, assisted by interactions involving π-electrons, were observed. As the electrostatic component was negligible, only the significant dispersion component is shown in Figure 6 . Symmetrically substituted boron compounds, i.e., 1 and 3, exhibit a two-dimensional energy pattern; in addition, the total energy framework reflects the framework of its dominant dispersion component. However, 1 and 3 demonstrate different characteristic layer patterns. The dimensionality of the attractive force network, modified by donor-acceptor substituents, increases for molecules 2 and 4.
The energy framework results suggest that structures 1 and 3 share similar dimensionality and hence are similar; the same can be said for pair 2 and 4. However, Hirshfeld surface analysis was not so clear. Hence, the lattice energies ( ) of the compounds were calculated. They can be estimated by direct summation of pairwise energies ( ) [79]:
= 0.5 .
The expected relationship between the estimated lattice energy and the melting point is roughly preserved. The highest negative lattice energy corresponds to the highest melting point. The lattice energies for the functionalized compounds 2 and 4 were around 190 kJmol −1 , while those for the symmetric compounds 1 and 3 range from 150 kJ mol −1 to 170 kJ mol −1 . The respective melting points for 1-4 are as follows: 214-215 °C [27] , 254-256 °C, 223-224 °C, and 212-214 °C. In the case of structure 4, the relationship of the energy to the melting point is disturbed, i.e., the melting point is lower than indicated by the calculated lattice energy.
Conclusions
The present article describes the effect of substitution of various donor-acceptor groups to the phenyl groups of selected borate compounds, as well as the influence of the resulting charge transfer Figure 6 . Representative energy framework diagrams for the dispersion component (green) and the total interaction energy (blue) selected for 1-4. All diagrams use the same energy tube scale factor (100) and energy threshold (30 kJ mol −1 ). Symmetrically substituted boron compounds, i.e., 1 and 3, exhibit a two-dimensional energy pattern; in addition, the total energy framework reflects the framework of its dominant dispersion component. However, 1 and 3 demonstrate different characteristic layer patterns. The dimensionality of the attractive force network, modified by donor-acceptor substituents, increases for molecules 2 and 4.
The energy framework results suggest that structures 1 and 3 share similar dimensionality and hence are similar; the same can be said for pair 2 and 4. However, Hirshfeld surface analysis was not so clear. Hence, the lattice energies (E CE−B3LYP lat ) of the compounds were calculated. They can be estimated by direct summation of pairwise energies (E AB tot ) [79]:
The expected relationship between the estimated lattice energy and the melting point is roughly preserved. The highest negative lattice energy corresponds to the highest melting point. The lattice energies for the functionalized compounds 2 and 4 were around 190 kJmol −1 , while those for the symmetric compounds 1 and 3 range from 150 kJ mol −1 to 170 kJ mol −1 . The respective melting points for 1-4 are as follows: 214-215 • C [27] , 254-256 • C, 223-224 • C, and 212-214 • C. In the case of structure 4, the relationship of the energy to the melting point is disturbed, i.e., the melting point is lower than indicated by the calculated lattice energy.
The present article describes the effect of substitution of various donor-acceptor groups to the phenyl groups of selected borate compounds, as well as the influence of the resulting charge transfer on the central B-containing moiety. Our findings characterize the electronic structures of the molecules based on real-space bonding indicators and crystal packing by the use of Hirshfeld surface analysis and energy frameworks. An important outcome of this study is that the donor-functionalized phenyl group, which is attached to the central boron atom, has a negligible impact on the C-B bond and the boron center itself; in addition, the side rings functionalized by fluorine atoms or -NMe 2
